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Figure 1: DycomDetector visualization: nodes are popular terms fromWikinews which are color-coded by categories, and links
indicate the co-allocation of terms in news. �e term networks for each month are displayed on the top with their features
and details at the bottom.

ABSTRACT
Due to the rapid expansion and heterogeneity of the data, it is
a challenging task to discover the trends/pa�erns and relation-
ships in the data, especially from a corpus of texts from published
documents, news, and social media. In this paper, we introduce
DycomDetector , a novel approach for topic modeling using com-
munity detections in dynamic networks. Our algorithm extracts
the important terms/phrases, formulates a network of collocated
terms, and then automatically re�nes the network on various fea-
tures (such as term/relationship frequency, sudden changes in their
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time series, or vertex betweenness centralities) to reveal the struc-
ture/communities in the given network. �ese communities are
corresponded to di�erent hidden topics in the input texts. Dy-
comDetector provides an intuitive interface and supports a range
of interactive features, such as lensing or �ltering, allowing users
to quickly narrow down events of interest. We also demonstrate
the applications of DycomDetector on several real world datasets to
evaluate its capabilities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We are living in the age of big data in which a vast amount of
digitalized information being collected grows exponentially. �e
expansion of IT infrastructure along with broadband uses helps us
access information instantly. Although more data becomes avail-
able, accessing to what information we are looking for is still a
challenging task due to the level of the details we are trying to
achieve.For example in 2016, Twi�er had approximately 500 mil-
lion tweets per day, while Facebook had 216 million posts within
the same time scale [21]. One might be interested in various spe-
ci�c questions such as: what were the ho�est topics on Twi�er
last month? Are there any commonalities among di�erent demo-
graphics of people? Or how did interests about a particular topic
change over time? �ese intriguing questions have been motivating
researchers to look for answers over the years. �us the need to
have automated tools and techniques to �lter, organize, and explore
vast quantities of information is highly desirable.

Our contributions in this paper thus are:
• We present a new approach for discovering topics based

on graph theory, speci�cally community detection in net-
works.

• We provide an interactive data analytics prototype, called
DycomDetector , for visualizing and analyzing topic abstrac-
tions and how they change overtime.

• We provide use cases on other application domains and
make comparisons to a classic topic modeling algorithm.

�e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
related work and existing methodologies and Section 2.3 discusses
our approach for community detection in networks. Section 3
introduces the DycomDetector prototype and illustrates it on real
datasets. In Section 4, we present our experiments on real-world
topic discoveries in dynamic networks. Finally, we conclude our
paper with future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Topic Modeling
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] is a �exible generative proba-
bilistic model for text mining. LDA aims to �nd potential topics in
the text corpora. In this mining approach, documents are treated as
random mixtures of certain number of topics, and LDA categorizes
the topics based on the distribution over the words through a three-
level hierarchical Bayesian model. Doyle et al. [13] implement basic
LDA for �nancial topics modeling for stock market to detect the
companies which tend to move together. Wang et al. [25] extend
LDA into Spatial Latent Dirichlet Allocation (SLDA), which encodes
spatial structures among visual words into the same topic. LDAAn-
alyzer [30], a tool designed for so�ware engineering researchers,
used for source code modeling and numerical data visualization
was developed based on LDA.

Topic modeling enables us to organize, re-order, and summarize
large text corpora in an e�ective way. Hence, it is used highly for
the visualization of large data in a time e�cient manner. Many good
visualization tools and techniques have been developed for the visu-
alization of topics. Wei et al. [27] present TIARA, which determines

time-sensitive keywords to portray the content evolution of each
topic over time using stack graph metaphor. ParallelTopics [12]
was also developed to represent the temporal changes of topics
using Parallel Coordinates.

2.2 Dynamic Network Visualization
Improved technologies and devices enable us to gather data which
are changing in every moment. �e large temporal data from vari-
ous �elds motivate the creation of novel visualization techniques.
Beck et al. [2] present state of the art in visualizing dynamic data
which provide an overview of the novel techniques for representing
relational data. �is survey provides a hierarchical taxonomy of
dynamic graph visualization and classi�es the existing techniques
into the taxonomy based on a systematic literature review. �e sur-
vey shows that time-line based techniques (time-to-space mapping)
are becoming more popular in dynamic visualization.

For visualizing the temporal changes in dynamic networks [6, 23,
29] matrices are very useful. When visualizing dense graphs [15]
adjacency matrices are particularly e�ective as they avoid edge-
crossing problem in node-link diagrams [10, 14, 18]. TimeMa-
trix [29] displays a modest temporal bar chart inside each cell of the
matrix which allow comparing the changes of edge weights for the
two corresponding vertices. Alternatively, gestaltmatrix [7] uses
gestaltlines, intra-cell lines that encode various metrics utilizing the
angle and length. Matrix Cubes [1] stacks adjacency matrices in
chronological order to represent the dynamic networks based on
the space-time cube metaphor.

2.3 Community detection in networks
One of the most widely used algorithms for community detection in
practice is the Louvain method [4] because of its speed and desired
modularity value. �is is a greedy optimization method, that is,
it �rst looks for “small” communities by optimizing modularity
locally, then each small community is grouped into one node and
the �rst step is repeated iteratively until a maximum of modularity
is a�ained and a hierarchy of communities is produced.

3 DYCOMDETECTOR VISUALIZATION
To enable users to explore the vast temporal text corpora in an in-
teractive and e�cient way, DycomDetector visualization introduces
several components and following steps:

• Compute and extract the terms: Our method extracts
terms from text data based on frequency and standardized
net frequency of the entities at each time point. We then
rank them and �lter only the top 200 terms. We describe
this step in Section 3.1.

• Construct relationships: �is step constructs the rela-
tionships between terms/phrases based on the contexts
that they are situated together in Section 3.2.

• Rede�ne and reorder the vertices: �is process allows
reordering the vertices based on a user selected parameter
in Section 3.3.

• Generate visualizations: �e visualization is generated
in this step. Due to the limited screen display, each network
(at each time point) is represented as a thumbnail which
summarizes the structure of the network in Section 3.4.
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• Interations: Users can explore popular terms and dy-
namic relationships between them via various interac-
tions and selections supported within DycomDetector . (Sec-
tion 3.5).

�e DycomDetector implements four low-level analysis tasks:
• T1: Provide a summary view of text corpus over time [17].

DycomDetector provides a quick overview of important
topics using the network thumbnails. Moreover, we also
display a summary histogram of network modularity on
di�erent se�ings as well as the top 5 popular terms in these
communities (see Section 3.2).

• T2: Mouse over timeline to expand several consecutive
snapshots of the network and the relationships of collo-
cated terms (see Section 3.3).

• T3: Filter terms/ topics on user request (see Section 3.3).
For example, users may want to see political events at a
speci�c geographic area (see Section 3.5).

• T4: Sort terms based on a selected measure: term frequency,
sudden increase in frequency, vertex degree, or betweenness
centrality (see Section 3.4).

3.1 Extract terms
�e input text documents are preprocessed into entities and further
classi�ed into di�erent categories: people, locations, organizations,
and others. We use colors to encode these categories: red for
person, green for location, blue for organization, and orange for
miscellaneous. �is color-encoding is used consistently for all
�gures in the paper.

3.2 Construct networks for each time stamp
�ere are several methods to generate relationships among two
given text element entities. For instance, a link can be generated
by the similarity between two documents, or the frequency with
which two entities are mentioned together [16], or de�ned logi-
cal forms[19]. �e weight for each link is calculated accordingly.
Since DycomDetector works directly on individual terms to obtain
community-based coherence, the relationship is determined based
on the collocation of the terms in the same articles/blogs. A link
with high weight indicates that two terms are frequently situated
together in a given period of time, such as within one day or within
one month.

3.3 Rede�ne the vertices
�e DycomDetector allows users to narrow down the text network
using di�erent parameters (visualization task T3). In particular,
users can rede�ne vertices in the relationship network using several
properties which are divided into non-network properties (includ-
ing term frequency and sudden increase in frequency) and network-
related properties (including vertex degree and betweenness central-
ity). Depending on the user selection, DycomDetector recalculates
the networks and their communities’ formulations accordingly.

3.4 Generate visualizations
In DycomDetector visualization, we align network snapshots hori-
zontally from le� to right. �is design is widely adopted in many

time series visualizations [8, 9, 26]. A histogram below each net-
work displays modularity Q on di�erent �ltering se�ings (called
relationship cut). Relationship cut can extend from 1 to the highest
weight of vetices in all terms networks.

�e term timelines are shown at the bo�om. In particular, Cloud-
Lines style visualization [20, 22] can be overlaid to highlight the
evolution of terms over time. Arcs are used to connect collocated
terms which are ordered by month. Terms in the same month are or-
dered by communities to reduce edge-crossings (visualization task
T4) since the community detection algorithm groups highly con-
nected nodes (frequently collocated terms) and loosely connected
nodes in other clusters. �e quality of produced cluster formation
is re�ected in modularity Q presented in histograms above.

3.5 Interactions
DycomDetector supports a range of interactions, such as lensing or
�ltering (based on the four features above), allowing users to quickly
drill down events of interest. Moreover, users can input into a search
box to provide a topic of interest (visualization task T3). Figure 2
shows an example of topics related to the inpu�ed geographic
location “Tucson”. Data is political blogs from the Hu�ngton Post
which contain 75,293 blogs, and we extracted 33,528 terms in total.
Notice that the networks and their cluster formations (number of
clusters as well as members in each cluster) are very di�erent for
di�erent months. Consequently, their modularity histograms vary
signi�cantly. In the example, only the second bar in each histogram
is highlighted since users have set the relationship cut to 2.

Figure 2: Related topics in the Hu�ngton Post for an input
term “Tucson”. Terms in the list are ordered by betweenness
centrality. For example, Newtown and Sandy Hook are the
two central terms appearing on many political blogs due to
the shooting event at the Sandy Hook Elementary School
shootingwhich occurred onDecember 14, 2012, inNewtown,
Connecticut [28].
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Figure 3: DycomDetector on Crooks And Liars blogs with lensing into 2006. �e top 5 terms under modularity histograms are
ordered by betweenness centrality. For example, iran and cia are the hottest terms in April 2006.

Since it is di�cult to explain the interactions with DycomDetector
from static images, we advise the viewers to conduct the demo video
on our DycomDetector project page.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Datasets and use cases
We will illustrate the features of DycomDetector mainly through
examples. We use datasets retrieved from di�erent political blogs,
such as Americablog, Crooks and Liars, the Hu�ngton Post, and
other sources to demonstrate the performance of DycomDetector .

Figure 3 shows an example of DycomDetector on Crooks And
Liars blogs (which contains 9,663 blogs and 4,935 terms) while
Figure 4 uses the Ensquire data (which contains 2,208 blogs and
2,117 terms). �e �gures depict lensing e�ects at di�erent time
stamps but with the same se�ings: terms are selected and ranked
based on net frequency while connections are �ltered by relationship
cut to maximize the modularity scores on each network snapshot.
In Figure 4, notice that the nodes have di�erent sizes depending on
their betweenness centrality. Moreover, the best relationship cut for
revealing network structure is di�erent (highlighted in di�erent
bar colors underneath each network).

More examples and other use cases are provided on our project,
available at h�ps://github.com/iDVLTTU/DycomDetector.

4.2 Comparisons with LDA
In order to validate the performance of our proposed prototype,
we make a comparison between DycomDetector and a well-known
LDA model [3]. �e result in Figure 5 shows that our proposed
DycomDetector model generates some overlapping terms with the
LDA model. For example, in July 2014 some overlapping terms are

hamas, gaza, and strip. As depicted, it is easier to keep track of
the evolution of terms over time in DycomDetector . Notice that
the term russia mentioned most in March 2014 (highest frequency
value) does not show up in the top ranking words in the next two
months then is mentioned again in June and becomes a hot topic
yet again in September.

Figure 5(c) allows users to look at the �ltered topics at a di�er-
ent angle. �e network is constructed by sudden change in terms
frequency. Betweenness centrality is applied to highlight important
terms (terms serve as bridges in these networks). Notice that node
sizes are computed to re�ect their connecting roles (betweenness
centrality).

4.3 Implementation
DycomDetector is implemented in D3.js [5]. �e application, source
code, sample data, and demo video are provided via our GitHub
project repository, located at h�ps://github.com/iDataVisualizationLab/
DycomDetector.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel approach that incorporates a
community detection algorithm to �nd topics and reveal network
structure in temporal data automatically. We also introduce an
interactive data analytics prototype which helps users to visualize
and analyze topic abstractions and how they change over time.
Our experiments on various datasets show that DycomDetector
provides a be�er lens into large corpus of texts obtained from
news/blogs. Furthermore, our study demonstrates the usefulness
of each component of our DycomDetector model. Our model also
supports a wide range of capabilities such as dynamic clustering
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Figure 4: DycomDetector on Ensquire blogs with lensing into 2012. �e top 5 terms under modularity histograms are ordered
by betweenness centrality. For example, willard, politico and boston globe are the hottest terms in July 2012.

community over time and providing additional informative �ltering
selection.

In future work, we are planning to introduce topic recommenda-
tions into our prototype (the complete inferred sentence extracted
from clustered topics). �is new direction is very promising since
it helps users gain a be�er understanding of given topics from an
extensive collection of text documents. Moreover, applying com-
munity detection into dynamic network to automate the process
of revealing network structures has many applications in other do-
mains where tracking the structural changes is a vital part [11, 24].
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